Foreword to Fourth Edition

Since the previous (second) edition came out early last year in 2012, there have been continued significant changes in credit union chartering procedures that have necessitated this revision. For example, the federal regulator and insurer, the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), has streamlined and simplified the chartering process, and is using a draft format while not yet formally published is followed by them. (In a recent meeting with NCUA we asked when their draft guide, “FCU Charter Application Guide”, will be formally published, and the response was an indefinite “soon”. Meanwhile it has been made available by NCUA to groups if requested. It is highly recommended if you are an organizing group that you ask for a copy of the draft guide.)

Many people collaborated on this latest and previous editions including Jennifer Thomson and Paola Diaz, in addition to Cliff Rosenthal and Terry Ratigan, to whom thanks are due. Also thanks are due to Caryl Stewart of Opportunities Credit Union in Vermont and Jack Lawson of Self Help FCU. Likewise we want to thank certain people at NCUA who also helped us with this edition.

NCUA recently has issued a model business plan and other forms, making it easier for both it and organizing groups to ensure proper procedures are followed. These are included in this edition. (See Appendices C-1, C-6.)

Every effort has been made to have the information, web links, etc. contained in this manual be the most up-to-date possible. However, NCUA and others continually revise procedures, sites, etc, so what is up-to-date today may not be so in the future. However, even so, we think you will find this manual very helpful.

Lastly, a word on terminology: often you hear people say they want to organize or “charter” a credit union, or the regulator will “issue a charter”. This terminology, we have found, has confused some. To “charter” the credit union is the same as to organize it and receive operation permission to run it from a governmental entity, be it NCUA or a state regulatory authority. When the credit union is chartered, it automatically becomes a corporation. This is not a separate process. The regulatory agency issues it a charter to operate. Even though the credit union is a corporation, it is not a charity under 501(c)3 of the US Code. Federal credit unions are, however, 501(c)1’s which entitles them to certain additional tax exemptions, for example sales tax. All credit unions as of this writing are exempt from federal and state income tax on regular operations.

Brian Gately
Brooklyn, NY
March, 2013
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## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAMEL</td>
<td>Capital adequacy, Asset quality, Management, Earnings, Liquidity (Asset liability management)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCU</td>
<td>Community Development Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDFI</td>
<td>Community Development Financial Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRLP</td>
<td>NCUA’s Community Development Revolving Loan Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>Chief Financial Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Certified Public Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRA</td>
<td>Community Reinvestment Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNA</td>
<td>Credit Union National Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>NCUA Economic Development Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCU</td>
<td>Federal Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation</td>
<td>National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM</td>
<td>Field of Membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSLIC</td>
<td>Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMDA</td>
<td>Home Mortgage Disclosure Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>Individual Development Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>Individual Retirement Account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICU</td>
<td>Low-Income Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUA</td>
<td>Letter of Understanding and Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACTA</td>
<td>Native American CDFI Technical Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>National Credit Union Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUF</td>
<td>National Credit Union Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUSIF</td>
<td>National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWR</td>
<td>Net Worth Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Prompt Corrective Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUP</td>
<td>NCUA Small Credit Union Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCUPS</td>
<td>NCUA Small Credit Union Program Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>State Supervisory Authority (State Credit Union Regulator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;L</td>
<td>Savings and Loan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part One: Introduction

Brief History of Credit Union Chartering

As of year-end 2012 there are over six thousand credit unions in the United States. The first credit unions were chartered under state laws in the early decades of the Twentieth Century. Prior to the passage of the Federal Credit Union Act in 1934, there were 2,067 credit unions operating in 34 states, but laws varied and services were limited. With the passage of the Federal Credit Union Act, new service options were introduced throughout the United States; by using either state or federal law, organizers established thousands of new institutions.

In the early days, chartering was a relatively simple process. Federal and state laws required that incorporators or subscribers be “persons of good character” who would each agree to purchase at least one $5.00 share in the proposed credit union and establish a volunteer board, credit committee, and supervisory committee. The proposed “field of membership” was delineated, and a name chosen. With the necessary paperwork completed and forwarded to the proper authorities, approval was generally received within a matter of weeks.

In that simpler era, it was not uncommon for a single organizer to facilitate dozens, or even hundreds, of new credit union charters. At times, organizers were even awarded bonuses or bounties based on the number of credit unions they organized. As recently as the late 1960s, federal regulators actively encouraged and applauded the formation of new credit unions.

Times have changed. The number of new charters declined gradually during the 1970s and rapidly during the 1980s. In 1984, 135 federal charters or insurance certificates were granted; a year later there were fewer than half that number, and by 1991, only 14 new charters were issued.

What accounts for this downward trend? In part, the decline in new charters is due to the very success of credit union organizing efforts: the rapid growth in the number of credit unions left fewer and fewer untapped markets. Moreover, changes in the regulatory environment during the 1980s made it easier for established credit unions to add groups of employees who were not previously eligible for membership. Prior to the 1980s, these employee groups would have had to form new credit unions in order to receive services. Along with easing the rules on credit union expansion, federal regulators also stiffened the requirements for new charter applicants.

Under recent NCUA chairmanships, the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), the federal regulatory agency, has seemed to have favored fewer but larger credit unions. Under this philosophy, established institutions benefit from economies of scale and offer credit union services more efficiently than a host of fledgling institutions. As a matter of regulatory practice, for NCUA it would be more efficient to supervise a smaller number of large, highly professionalized institutions than a multitude of volunteer-run cooperatives, whose management and bookkeeping systems might not be up to NCUA standards.
The NCUA role as federal *insurer*—not merely regulator—also contributes to its seeming resistance to new credit unions. A 1970 federal law required NCUA to insure the deposits for all federally chartered credit unions, and offer deposit insurance to state chartered credit unions as well. Although the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF) is capitalized by investments and premiums from the credit unions it insures, the Fund is ultimately backed by the full faith and credit of the United States government. As a result, the agency’s supervisory role was suddenly extended beyond federal credit unions to include thousands of state-chartered credit unions that obtained federal deposit insurance.

During the 1980s, and again in the late 2000s Americans learned a hard lesson about the meaning of “full faith and credit.” The catastrophic collapse of the savings and loan (S & L) industry in the 1980s rendered its deposit insurance fund, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), insolvent. As a result, the federal government was forced to tax and borrow hundreds of billions of dollars from the American people to liquidate the many failed savings and loan institutions and repay insured depositors. Any failure of credit unions on a similar scale would oblige the federal government to bail out the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund in the same way it had bailed out the FSLIC.

Fortunately, credit unions faced no such crisis in the 1980s. In an effort to eliminate even a remote risk of catastrophic collapse, NCUA and state regulators became increasingly strict in their supervision of credit unions during the 1980s and early 1990s. "Protect the share insurance fund!" seemed to be the motto of NCUA examiners and officials at every level. Regulators did not welcome charter applicants as converts to the honored cause of credit unionism, as in times past. Well-intentioned volunteers seeking to help their neighbors and community were sometimes viewed by regulators as potential wrongdoers, seeking to use a credit union charter in order to line their pockets (as many founders of corrupt S & Ls had, in fact, done during the 1980s). Even more supportive regulators would often discourage potential organizers by describing the high costs of pursuing a new charter and the low chance of success, compared with the relative ease of joining an existing credit union.

In fact, the process for obtaining a credit union charter has been difficult enough to discourage many prospective organizers. On the surface, credit union chartering requirements have not changed dramatically compared with previous decades. In strictly legal terms, a credit union could still be organized with only a handful of subscribers and volunteer officers. Unlike banks, whose founders were required to place millions of dollars at risk in initial stock purchases, there are still no formal capital requirements for credit unions. Nor are credit unions required to assemble a high-powered management team. Nonetheless, the credit union chartering process has become considerably more demanding from the mid-1980s through today.

One of the most important changes is the new requirement to demonstrate "economic feasibility" and "economic viability" — that is, to show that the credit union will never record losses sufficient to produce negative net worth, even during its first months of operation. Applicants are required to demonstrate the "good character" of subscribers and potential officials through credit and criminal background checks, not through their reputation in the community. In some instances, NCUA has vetoed proposed managers of new credit unions...
even if they did not have credit or criminal deficiencies. As a condition of obtaining a charter, new credit unions have to submit to a variety of lending restrictions, which go beyond those governing established credit unions.

Considering the fragility of most new credit unions, some of these restrictions are reasonable. Others may be excessive, and in certain instances can make it virtually impossible for the newly chartered credit union to thrive. Aspiring credit unions often find it difficult to distinguish reasonable from unreasonable regulatory demands when these are presented by examiners who reflect the agency's (until recently) prevailing bias against new charters.

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, new charters sank to historic lows. Months passed without the issuance of any new charters. The average "incubation period"—from the initial organizing steps to the granting of the charter—increased to three years. After submitting an application, chartering groups frequently waited up to several months before receiving an acknowledgment from regulators. Thereafter, they often encountered several more months of review, usually culminating in a stiff, bureaucratic response which typically: (a) outlined a host of deficiencies—some significant, others immaterial; (b) did not grant the charter (although did not necessarily reject the application outright); (c) suggested that the applicant (who at this point may have put years of work into the organizing process) seek credit union service elsewhere; and/or (d) grudgingly allowed the possibility of resubmission and further review.

The Turning Point

Regulatory resistance to new charters had been especially frustrating for credit union organizers in low-income communities. These community development activists have watched the steady withdrawal of banks from their neighborhoods since the 1980s, as commercial financial institutions were lured elsewhere by the prospects of greater profits and lower costs. Many have witnessed the spread of check-cashers, currency exchanges, pawnbrokers, money transmittal companies, unscrupulous home repair and second-mortgage scam artists, and rent-to-own centers. These enterprises prospered by extracting large profits from the unmet needs of low-income people to borrow, pay bills, and obtain cash. Meanwhile, it was becoming increasingly clear that mortgage loans—the single greatest key to improving a family's economic standing in America—were being denied at a disproportionate rate to most minority groups, especially African-Americans and Latinos.

For a host of reasons, credit unions appeared to be a perfect solution to many of these problems. Credit unions are consumer-owned, nonprofit institutions, with no outside stockholders. Credit unions have no incentive to exploit their "customers," who are actually their member-owners; credit unions have no outside investors demanding a share of the profits. Credit unions loan only to their members. Credit unions are "captive" institutions: they cannot desert their membership in search of more profitable pastures elsewhere.

Published in July 1994 as the Chartering and Field of Membership Manual, new regulations showed NCUA to be far more flexible in its approach to credit union chartering. The document clearly showed the results of NCUA's consultations with representatives of the credit union movement and its consideration of extensive public comment on early draft
proposals. The charter application process was streamlined and made more "user-friendly" in a variety of ways. For example:

- NCUA now encouraged early submission of critical components of the charter application, such as the proposed field of membership and the roster of officials;
- Procedures for resubmitting applications and appealing denials were clarified;
- Rules for adding low-income groups to the field of membership were greatly liberalized;
- Credit unions serving predominantly low-income populations were given greater flexibility to add other groups in order to develop a stable, viable economic base for their new credit unions.

After passage of the Credit Union Membership Access Act, in an Interpretive Ruling and Policy Statement dated March 20, 2001, the NCUA Board amended its chartering and field of membership manual to make two changes to ease the burden on applicants for community charters, expansions or conversions. First, applicants need not submit documentation to establish a community area that is the same as one NCUA has previously determined to be a well-defined local community, neighborhood or rural district. Second, the Board deleted the category of common characteristics and background of residents from the examples of acceptable documentation because it has proven to generate documentation of limited relevance.

Since 2001, NCUA has expanded its chartering activities and has taken steps to keep the federal charter competitive. The NCUA website now makes it easier to see whether a field of membership (proposed or actual) qualifies for low-income designation.

This discussion has focused primarily on NCUA, which not only controls the issuance of federal credit union charters, but also has the ability to grant or withhold deposit insurance for most applicants for state credit union charters. Yet credit union organizers should be aware that a number of state credit union regulators have also welcomed new charter applications during the last few years, especially those in California, Colorado, Connecticut, New Jersey, North Carolina and Vermont. While the chartering climate varies considerably around the country, state charters remain a viable option for many organizing groups.

In Jan 2009, NCUA amended the definition of “low-income members” to use median family income (MFI) to determine if a credit union qualifies for a low-income designation and eligible for assistance from the Community Development Revolving Loan Fund (CDRLF). The amendment reduces the confusion associated with adjusting median household income in metropolitan areas with higher costs of living or using an unrealistic parameter in areas where more than one family inhabits a single household. This clarification greatly improves the NCUA criteria for a low-income credit union (LICU). This is a significant positive change benefiting Credit Unions seeking to serve the underserved because with the prior poverty benchmark and narrow methodology to prove the low-income status of current or desired members it was extremely difficult to prove your intentions to serve the underserved and have access to resources and incentives to do so, including federal resources historically unused by credit unions.
Also, effective Jan. 2009, NCUA decided to centralize the charter application process in Alexandria, Virginia and this function is now handled (January 2012) by the Office of Consumer Protection. Given the decline in new charters over the last 15 years, NCUA Regions did not have a streamlined process and specialized staff to analyze new charter applications or compare cases and share knowledge; so, this is a positive step from the logistical point of view.

Conclusion

Credit union chartering remains a demanding enterprise. This is as it should be, since the integrity of our financial system is at stake. But the good news is that credit union organizers are now likely to find a more hospitable regulatory and market environment than at any time during the last fifteen years because the reputation of the Credit Union movement is being uplifted due to the financial debacle of 2008 where Credit Unions had minimum losses compared with bank counterparts due to their member mission-driven mentality and sensible approach to lending. For the first time in years, due to recent events and positive media exposure, large numbers of mainstream consumers are looking into Credit Unions. These unique conditions create a conducive environment to the fostering of a sustainable and promising future for new and existing Credit Unions. This manual provides numerous cautions and warnings about the challenges of organizing feasible credit unions. But those readers who finish this volume with their vision and enthusiasm intact have every reason to proceed with confidence and optimism.
To Organize or Not to Organize?

Since the 1990s, the number of financial institutions of all types has declined in the United States as a result of mergers, consolidations, and liquidations. Credit unions are part of this trend. Those financial institutions that remain are, on average, larger and serve more customers (or in the case of credit unions, members).

Is another financial institution needed? Is it feasible? Are you and your colleagues the ones to bring such an institution about? These are the basic questions which all prospective credit union organizers should ask themselves. This manual will help you to answer those questions—in part by posing many more questions that may not have occurred to you. While the authors cannot guarantee a successful outcome for every aspiring credit union organizer who reads this manual, we hope to assure that you will be equipped to make the right decision, and—should you proceed with the organizing effort—that you would be forearmed to face potential difficulties.

The Best Argument: Access to Financial Services

The best reason—and perhaps the only compelling reason—to organize a new credit union is to provide reasonably priced financial services to those who would otherwise not have access. Since the mid-1990s there has been a proliferation of so-called “predatory lenders“, such as pay-day lenders, title lenders, pawnshops, and others that often charge an effective interest rate of several hundred percent. A credit union can offer your members a much more competitive alternative to these types of lenders, as well as providing a safe place to save.

Many bank customers are dissatisfied with the service or rates they receive. In contrast, credit unions usually enjoy high marks from consumers: often, they offer friendly service, better access to loans, higher rates on savings accounts, and/or lower minimum balances. Is dissatisfaction with banking services a good enough reason to organize a credit union? Perhaps, if the problems are acute enough to motivate you for a one to four year campaign. Fortunately, you may not need to develop your own institution from scratch in order to enjoy the benefits of credit union membership. You may be able to join an existing credit union.

Historically, with exceptions in certain states, credit unions have been limited to serving individuals united by a "common bond," such as employees of a particular factory, or members of a union or a church, or residents of a small town. But over the last 20 years, many credit unions have expanded these bonds considerably. Some have evolved from serving a single factory to serving the whole town in which it is located. Others serve not just one employer, but dozens of companies, small and large. A credit union chartered to serve a single congregation may now serve dozens of churches, or even a large diocese or judiciary. In addition, many credit unions offer service to the families of their current members: in other words, you may be able to join the credit union to which your brother, sister, parents, or other relative belongs.
In short, you and your co-workers, neighbors, or fellow parishioners may already be eligible for a credit union and not know it. How can you find out? One way is to call or visit a local credit union. Tell them of the interest and financial needs of your group. It may require a little research by the credit union's membership officer or manager, but you should get an answer about your eligibility in short order. Alternatively, you might try calling your state credit union league (see Appendix A-2) for referral to a credit union that might be able to serve your group.

If you are eligible, you and your group can start receiving credit union services almost immediately. You will first have to become a member, which may require a nominal fee (usually, one-time-only, although some credit unions have an annual fee) and a modest opening balance for a savings account. Some credit unions impose a waiting period of 30 to 90 days on new members before they can apply for a loan, so as to discourage "hit-and-run" applications from individuals who join with intent to defraud the credit union. But in most cases, joining the credit union will give you quick eligibility to the full array of services that the credit union offers.

Even if your group is not currently eligible for a local credit union, there are a number of options that can bring you into the credit union family quickly.

- A local credit union may be willing to petition the regulator to add your group to its existing field-of-membership. This process may take as little as three or four weeks. It will probably be necessary for your group or organization to submit, on its letterhead, an official request for inclusion in the existing credit union.
- If a credit union cannot add your group to its field-of-membership, it may refer you to another local credit union that will; since credit unions are cooperatives, this kind of cross-referral is quite common.
- If neither of these options proves fruitful, you can consult your state credit union league (see Appendix A-2), which may be able to refer you to another credit union locally or even across the state that can add your group.

The advantages of joining an existing credit union are significant. Your group gains quick access to quality financial services, sparing you the lengthy credit union organizing process. Even if you were to successfully start a credit union “from scratch,” you would not immediately be able to offer as full a range of services as that provided by a well-established credit union.

**When “De Novo” May Be the Answer**

What if the preceding choices and strategies don't work for you? What if there is no credit union interested in adding your group? Or if local credit unions don't offer the particular services you need, such as mortgages, or very-low-balance accounts, very small loans, or check cashing? What if there is a cultural, language, ethnic, or racial barrier that would hinder your group’s participation in existing credit unions?
In that case, you may wish to explore further the establishment of a new institution from the ground up—or in the language of banking regulators, *de novo*. But before addressing the technical questions of credit union organizing, there are some philosophical issues to be addressed.

**A Question of Motivation**

Why do people organize banks? Usually, it is to make a profit—the same motivation that drives entrepreneurs in other businesses. There are a couple of exceptions worth noting, however.

During the nineteenth century, a number of mutually owned, "nonprofit" banks were organized for philanthropic purposes, to promote thrift among the poor. But a number of these institutions failed during the 1980's, and recently, more have been "de-mutualized"—converted to stock ownership, sometimes producing huge gains for the management and directors. While the possibility of organizing a mutual institution still exists, essentially no chartering takes place in this arena.

A new type of commercial bank emerged in the 1970's: a "community development bank." These banks were organized for commendable purposes, and have produced substantial social benefits. But in contrast to credit unions, they are organized on a for-profit basis: they aim to produce a profit for their shareholders, believing that this is the most effective way raise and allocate capital for community development lending.

**"Not for Profit, Not for Charity -- But for Service"**

This slogan succinctly describes the historic mission of the credit union movement in the United States. It also summarizes the fundamental truths that all prospective credit union organizers must recognize.

**Not for Profit...**

The founders of banks are usually required to purchase thousands (or millions) of dollars worth of shares to help launch the institution. In return, they generally expect to receive income and/or capital gains from the bank's profits. However, the organizers of a credit union cannot anticipate any gains that an ordinary member-depositor would not receive. In fact, to help a new credit union get off the ground, they may find themselves spending their own cash and, certainly, their time. This "investment" cannot be rewarded by stock in the new institution. Nor is it really feasible for the organizer to make a loan to the new institution in the months before it is chartered in the expectation of having the loan repaid, since for economic and legal reasons, it would be virtually impossible to charter a new credit union with pre-existing debt. Occasionally, credit union organizers are motivated by the possibility of creating a job for themselves in the new credit union's management. Assuming the individuals are qualified, no regulations prevent an organizer from becoming a paid staff member of a newly established credit union. However, chartering regulations and credit union philosophy alike discourage the formation or operation of a credit union *in order*...
to provide a job for an individual. At all times, the common good—the interests of the membership of the credit union—must come first.

Furthermore, it is important to note that few start-up credit unions are able to pay competitive salaries. Unless the credit union begins its life with generous sponsor support or the ability to grow very rapidly, it simply does not generate enough income to provide substantial compensation to its employees.

Sometimes sponsor organizations seek gain from the establishment of a credit union: that is, they hope to generate a surplus from the credit union and channel it to support their own operations. A social service agency may hope that a credit union will generate cash to support an emergency food program. A church may seek to create a friendly "banker" to provide loans to its building fund. The purposes may be altogether commendable, and may even make good business sense. But the reality is this: new credit unions generally require help and resources from their sponsors during their early years. They cannot "upstream" income directly to another organization; only gradually, as they gain strength, are they able to cover their own overhead expenses (which sometimes indirectly aids the sponsor—for example, by helping to pay the rent).

In summary, by philosophy, law, and regulations, a credit union's primary purpose is to benefit its members. Starting a credit union demands a considerable amount of altruism by the individuals and sponsoring organizations involved.

Not for Charity...

Although altruism is a necessary ingredient for organizing a credit union, it cannot be equated with charity—an even more common motivation than self-interest among prospective credit union organizers. Many people are attracted to the notion of organizing a credit union as a means to help their friends, co-workers, and neighbors in need.

This motivation can be powerful and effective—but it can also be dangerous. A credit union is in the business of loaning money. If substantial numbers of members can’t or won’t repay their loans, the credit union will go out of business. Since new credit unions have no reserves, or very limited reserves, any loan losses could be detrimental to the credit union's financial condition. If there is reasonable doubt that an individual will repay, a credit union's loan personnel are duty-bound not to make him or her a loan. If a credit union makes too many bad loans, it will find itself without the resources to serve other members, or—in a worst-case scenario—facing insolvency and liquidation.

The need to stay in business means that there will almost always be a group of people that a credit union cannot help—at least through loans. Fortunately, there are other ways in which a sympathetic and resourceful credit union can help: through financial counseling, through referrals to a social service agency, by raising contributions to guarantee loans to "high risk" borrowers who could not meet ordinary standards, or in other ways.
... But for Service

What remains, then, is the motivation of service: service to individuals, and to the broader community. Service is a mission and a constant challenge. When a credit union effectively and faithfully serves the needs of its members and its community, it can make an invaluable contribution to society. If your goals include promoting self-help and self-respect, expanding social and economic opportunity, and empowering people, the credit union movement may be exactly the right place for you.